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Welcome to Daily Grammar! Everyday grammar is a fun, convenient way to learn grammar. By simplifying complex grammar, everyday grammar is an excellent learning tool for both public and home school pupils, ESL students and anyone who needs to refresh their English grammar skills. When practicing language rules, any person who can read will be
able to learn English grammar. To see lesson 1, click here. We provide a free email service through the Daily Grammar Blog. We will post lessons on the blog From Monday to Friday, with a quiz on Saturday. Any posts to the blog will be automatically emailed to you. We also have a Twitter account that will have daily tweets with links to our lessons. Daily
grammar consists of 440 lessons and 88 quizzes. Lessons 1-90 covers eight parts of speech, which are verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverb, prepositions, sains, and interjections. Lessons 91-300 refer to parts of a sentence, such as pronounced, predicated nominations, direct objects, preposition phrases, clauses, and words. Lessons 301-440 cover
grammar mechanics, which are also known as capitalization and punctuation. Links to all these grammar classes and quizzes can be found on our archive page. We also have a useful glossary that makes it easier to find a number of grammar terms. We are proud to offer the Daily Grammar eBook and workbook. The e-book and workbook contain all-day
grammar lessons and quizzes. Do you have a question? Join our discussion group on Facebook. To view our privacy policy, please click here. Daily grammar is sponsored by Yes Write for Windows, an easy-to-use word processor. For more information on this inexpensive and remarkable product, stop on our website www.yeahwrite.com. Daily Grammar is
the brainchild of Pete Peterson, former Executive Vice President of Word Perfect. Pete wanted to find a way to easily teach grammar to those who needed lessons. To fulfill his desire, Pete sought the help of Mr. Bill Johanson, a thirty-year English language teaching veteran. Mr. Bill Johanson is the author of all daily grammar lessons. He has taught high
school and junior high school English lessons for thirty years and has done a great job preparing his students for college. Teachers who teach in our public school system have our permission to back up and use daily grammar classes in their classrooms while copyright information is preserved. Search Daily Grammar: This archive contains links to all our
free grammar classes and quizzes. You can use this archive to study Daily Grammar at your own pace. Lessons 1-90 covers eight parts of speech, which are verbs, nouns, pronouns, words, adverb, prepositions, sains, and interjections. Lessons 91-300 refer to parts of a sentence, such as direct objects, preposition phrases, clauses and verbal words.
Lessons 301-440 cover grammar mechanics, which are also known as capitalization and punctuation. Our classes are organized by lesson number and topic. Verbs Lessons 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - Quiz Lessons 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 - Quiz Lessons 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 - Quiz lessons Lessons 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 - Quiz pronouns Lessons 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 - Quiz Lessons 26, 27,
28, 29, 30 - Quiz Aibs Lessons 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 - Quiz Lessons 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 - Lessons 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 - Quiz Adverbs Lessons 46, 47, 48, 49, 50 - Quiz Lessons 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 - Quiz Lessons 56, 57, 58, 59, 60 - Quiz Lessons 61.62,663, 64, 65 - Quiz Lessons 66, 67, 68, 69, 70 - Quiz Prefaces Lessons 71, 72, 73, 74, 75 - Quiz in Families
Lessons 76, 77, 78, 79, 80 - Quiz Lessons 81 82. , 82. punkts, 83, 84 - Viktorīna Interjections Nodarbības 85 Review Nodarbības 86, 87, 88, 89, 90 - Quiz Subject &amp; Verb (Predicate) Nodarbības 91, 92, 93, 94, 95 - Quiz Nodarbības 96, 97, 98, 99, 100 - Quiz predikāts Nomin Nodarbības 101, 102, 103, 104, 105 - Quiz Direct Object Nodarbības 106, 107,
108, 109, 110 - Quiz Review Nodarbības 111, 112, 113, 114, 115 - Quiz Transitive/Intransitive Verbs Nodarbības 116, 117, 118, 119, 120 - Viktorīna Nodarbības 121, 122, 123, 124, 125 - Viktorīna Appositives Nodarbības 126, 127, 128, 129, 130 - Viktorīnas lietvārdi adrešu nodarbības 131, 132, 133, 134, 135 - Viktorīna vietniekvārdi Nodarbības 136, 137,
138, 139, 140 - Viktorīna Nodarbības 141, 142, 143, 144, 145 - Quiz Review Nodarbības 146, 147, 148, 149, 150 - Viktorīna - Viktorīna Adverbs Nodarbības 161 , 162 , 163, 164, 165 - Quiz Lessons 166, 167, 168, 169, 170 - Quiz Lessons 171, 172, 173, 174, 175 - Quiz Prepositional Phrases Lessons 176, 177, 178, 179, 180 - Quiz Lessons 181, 182, 183,
184, 185 - Quiz Lessons 186, 187, 188, 189, 190 - Quiz Indirect Objects Lessons 191, 192, 193, 194, 195 - Quiz Objective Complement Lessons 196, 197, 198, 199, 200 - Quiz Conjunctions Lessons 201, 202, 203, 204, 205 - Quiz Verbals Lessons 206, 207, 208, 209, 210 - Quiz Gerunds Lessons 211, 212, 213, 214, 215 - Quiz Noun Infinitives Lessons 216,
217, 218, 219, 220 - Quiz Participles Lessons 221, 222, 223, 224, 225 - Quiz Lessons 226, 227, 228, 229, 230 - Quiz Adverb Infinitives Lessons 231, 232, 233, 234, 235 - Quiz Verbals Review Lessons 236 , 237 , 238, 239, 240 - Quiz Lessons 241, 242, 243, 244, 245 - Quiz Compound Sentences Lessons 246, 247, 248, 249, 250 - Quiz features clauses
Lessons 251, 252, 253, 254, 255 - Quiz Lessons 256, 257, 258, 259, 260 - Quiz Adverb Clauses Lessons 261, 262, 263, 264, 265 - Quiz Lessons 266, 267, 268, 269, 270 - Quizzes Chapters 272 and 272, 273, 274, 275 - Quiz clauses Review sessions 276, 277, 278, 279, 280 - Quiz Lessons 281, 282, 283, 284, 285 - Quiz sentence Variety Lessons 286,
287, 288, 289, 290 - Quiz Compound/Complex Sentences Lessons 291, 292, 293, 294, 295 - Quiz Quiz See Article 296, Rule 297, 298, 299, 300 - Quiz Capitalization Lessons 301, 302, 303, 304, 305 - Quiz Lessons 306, 307, 308, 309, 310 - Quiz Lessons 311, 312, 313, 314, 315 - Lessons 316, 317, 318, 319, 320 - Quiz Lessons 321, 322, 323, 324, 325 Quiz Lessons 3 26, 327, 328, 329, 330 - Quiz End Punctuation Lessons 331, 332, 333, 334, 335 - Quiz Periods Lessons 336 , years 337, 338, 339, 340 - Quiz Commas Lessons 341, 342, 343, 344, 345 - Quiz Lessons 346, 347, 348, 349, 350 - Quiz Lessons 351, 352, 353, 354, 355 Quiz Lessons 356, 357, 358, 359, 360 - Quiz Lessons 361, 362, 363, 364,
365 - Quiz Lessons 366, 367, 368 , 369, 370 - Quiz In Quotes Marks Lessons 371, 372, 373, 374, 375 - Quiz Lessons 376, 377 , 378 , 379, 380 - Quiz Semicolons Lessons 381, 382, 383, 384, 385 - Quiz Columns Lessons 386, 387, 388, 389, 390 - Quiz Lessons 391, 392, 393, 394, 395 - Quiz Italics &amp; Underlining Lessons 396, 397, 398, 399, 400 Quiz Apostrophe Lessons 401, 402, 403, 404, 405 - Quiz Lessons 406, 407, 408, 409, 410 - Quiz Lessons 411, 412, 413, 414, 415 - Quiz Hyphen Lessons 416 , 417 , 418, 419, 420 - Quiz Lessons 421, 422, 423, 424, 425 - Quiz Dashes Lessons 426, 427, 428, 429, 430 - Quiz Mother Games Lessons 431, 432, 433, 434, 435 – Quiz Parenthesis Lessons
436, 437 – Quiz Slash Lessons 438, 439, 440 – Quiz © 1996 Word Place, Inc. Daily Grammar Practice Courses Grades from One to Twelve present a method of teaching grammar that always teaches grammar elements in context and requires only a handful of time every day. It would be best to use this series over several years, as it builds gradually from
level to level. Each week, students work on one sentence, performing different activities with that sentence every day. Level 1 to 4 use sentences written by authors, while levels 5 to 12 use sentences from literary works in most lessons. The first editions of these courses were called Grade 1, etc., but the second edition has dropped the word Grade leaving
only a number. This is useful because these books do not need to be used at certain levels. The operating model from Monday to Friday is identical, using 30-week lessons in each course. While the activities might seem daunting in the first few weeks, they could become more manageable as students familiarize themselves with the routine. A short point
about the training points is the top of each hour of the week. Training points may include one or more concepts that require some clarification each week. This incremental method of introducing new concepts, constantly practicing and applying what they have already learned, helps students truly learn grammar. First lesson at the first level begins with
instructions on how to identify each noun (often noun, proper name and alias), pronoun, subsidic, adjective, preposition, Together. (Note that all of these parts of the speech, except the interjections, are included in the common basic requirements at the first-class level, but these are news during the year.) On the second day, students identify the verbs of the
activity, as well as the noun or pronoun that performs the activity. On Wednesday, they determine which of the four types of sentences it is. On Thursday, they capitalize and punctuate the sentence, and on Friday they write their sentence, which contains specific parts of the speech and have the same type of sentence as the sentence used for the rest of the
week's lessons. All activities for each week appear on a single page. While you can start using the first level with first graders, I suspect that you might want to wait at least the second semester of first grade so you have time to lay some ground before jumping into the program. The sentence for the first week of the first level is presented to students as: Josh
likes red apples. You can see that this is a fairly simple sentence, so students don't have to worry about pronouns, interjections, prepositions, or linkers, yet many first graders at the beginning of the school year will need to learn about nouns, verbs, pronouns, and adjectives, capitalization, and punctuation before addressing this task. Of course, you can also
wait until second grade or later to use the first level. At all levels, teacher manuals recommend short training or a review during the first week of the school year before the start of the lesson in grammar practice (DGP). On the first level, there are poster pages with names and definitions of some parts of the speech. It is clear that you are supposed to use them
as a learning aid. Each teacher manual and student workbook at all levels also has help pages with short notes about grammar concepts that will be taught and reviewed. They are arranged according to the days of the week on which they are applied, which makes it easier to quickly find what is needed. Help pages are designed for students to learn by
referring to these pages to get the information they need for each day's assignment. The help pages show models of different sentence schemes under Note 4 and Above on Friday. Grammatical concepts explained on help pages are short bullet points rather than lessons, so they are very helpful in reviewing concepts that students have already learned.
Parents or teachers may need to go over some of these with students if they need further explanations. However, working through lessons with Help Pages pushes students to figure things out on their own, a great way to really learn skills. When students have a basic understanding of speech parts, simple punctuation, and capitalization, new concepts are
introduced in connection with DGP lessons training points. As you would expect, new concepts are taught at each level, and penalties become more lengthy and complex. Sentence charts are introduced for Friday's activity, which begin with the fourth level, and are included in all subsequent levels. At the ninth level, students identify the parts of speech and
syntax for all words in the sentence. Theyis clauses and chart complex sentences. On the back of each teacher's manual, two versions of the previous test are included. They are almost identical to each other. The authors recommend using one before the course starts and the other at the end. Pretests ask a few questions based on concepts that have not
yet been taught, so students will probably miss at least a few items at the beginning of the course. (It seems to me that you could instead use pre-test as a post-test, although it doesn't show every new concept taught this year.) There is also a quiz template that you can use at any time. The quiz follows the same development as daily activities for one week,
although you would have a student finish it for one sitting. You will post your sentence, which means you can use this template in more than one quiz if you want. Three explanatory chapters at the beginning of each teacher's guide explain carefully how the program works and includes auxiliary features such as the grammar guide above, explanations of daily
activities, a Labeling Guide showing the abbreviations and grades students will use in their sentences, and a reproducible list of sentences used for all classes that also include daily instructions for this level. Although you can purchase cheap student workbooks, you are also given permission to copy the sentence page(s) with instructions, a labeling guide,
and help pages to provide to students. Students can then copy the sentence daily and follow directions most likely working on lined paper. Teacher manuals display answers on a weekly basis on one page. At a newer level, teachers or parents need to work more closely with children than at the upper levels. Some teaching is required at all levels, as the
learning points are only in teacher manuals. However, students should gradually be able to complete their work on their own more and more. In a few words caution in chapter two of the chapters of each teacher's guide, the authors emphasize that teachers and parents need to know grammar well to teach it well. Learning points tell you what to teach, but not
how to teach it. For example, the first week of the fifth level states: Discuss capitalization rules, use apostrophes to show possession, and preposition phrases (page 23). Parents or teachers can refer to short notes help pages, but unless they're really familiar with every topic, it may not be enough to present these topics to students. The authors recommend
those who have poor grammar while studying help pages before learning the course. The authors also recommend that a parent or teacher practice completing exercises with student sentences before trying to teach to make sure they understand each lesson and can explain to students if necessary. DGP requires more from the teacher than some grammar
courses, because the instructions for teaching new materials are not detailed. DGP Academy Video TeachingL for parents or teachers in need of teaching assistance now has dgp academy videos with daily training for all classes — 150 videos per level. The instruction is presented by the series author Dawn Burnette. You can watch these short lessons
(about three minutes each) to teach each lesson yourself, or you can invite students to watch. Before watching or instructing a video, students had to work on the task of the day. If you're using DGP Academy videos, you still need teacher and student books. You purchase access to videos at the same level at a time, and your access does not expire. The
purchase price includes a free printed copy of the teacher's edition. Advanced Second Editions Second editions of the book grades from six to twelve are also available. Instead of replacing the first editions, they offer more complex work. Although they address the same grammar skills, they use literature for sentences. These sentences are longer-lasting
and use more complex language. To contrast the difference, here is the sentence for the first week of the first edition of the ninth-grade book: Their team will practice after school. The corresponding sentence in the second edition of the book is: What is the purpose of your trip, sir? DGP Bible VersionsDawn Burnette has written a parallel series of DGP Bible
versions presented at i to VI levels. These courses use Biblical verses (both NKJV and NIV versions) and Bible-related sentences for studying each week. Although the author says that students under six or seven could use level I, the scope and sequence at this level seem to be around third or fourth grade. Burnette says that she deliberately labeled this
series as a level rather than a grade, as most students without a strong grammar foundation that includes sentence diagramming will have to start at Level I. At this level, students identify different types of nouns, personal pronouns, adjectives, verbs, verb linking, simple subjects, and simple predicates and interjections. They begin with sentence charts that
include adjectives, continuing sentences with preposition phrases and composite objects. DGP Bible version VI level compares to level 12 in regular version. This parallel series by structure is very similar to with only minor differences. The scope and sequence don't line up directly between the two series, there is no pre-test biblical version, and each
teacher's manual includes a two-page list of teacher that contains each week's sentence with learning points that week. The latter feature is especially useful because it makes it easy to look forward to see what new information is taught each week. SummaryHower time DGP looks like Daily Grammar (additional courses for easy grammar), but it is different in
purpose and design. While daily grammar is designed to strengthen and review materials previously taught in a comprehensive grammar course, Daily Grammar Practice is intended for both your primary learning source and your method for regular review and practice. Therefore, do not confuse these two series courses with similar names. DgP courses are
challenging and thought-provoking. Students must really think to complete most of the activities. I think that everyday grammar practice will work best for homeschooling parents who are relatively confident in their grammar knowledge and who have had at least some prior experience with sentence charts. Charts.
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